Summer Wine Glass Set
Original design by Sandi Greco

Summer Wine Glass Set
Original design by Sandi Greco
*Note: These glasses were painted on blue wine glasses purchased at
DOLLAR TREE.
I suggest you print off 2 patterns…one to cut up, one to keep for the future.

Supplies: DecoArt Glass Paint Colors: WHITE, GREEN, YELLOW, RED, BLUE, BROWN
Brushes: #2, #3 Round, fine liner, #4 filbert, ¼” & 3/8” angles, pointed soft dome Round, old flared
brush (about #4 size), Mini Mop

Misc.: Scissors, rubbing alcohol, dry palette, piece of dowel, blue painters tape, paper towels,
plastic grocery bags or bubble wrap for stuffing glasses

Procedure:
1. Wipe the outside of the glass where design will be with rubbing alcohol.

2. With scissors, separate the two main daisy patterns
and the BUD patterns, then cut closely around each.
Then make little cuts around the paper design, this
helps the paper pattern contour inside the curve of the
glass.

3. Tape patterns in place on the inside of each glass. Fully
stuff the inside with paper towels, bubble wrap, or plastic
bags to hold in place; this pushes the pattern close to the
glass. Set the base of the glass over the Bud pattern, tape
in place.

Begin Painting….Put only SMALL dots of paint on DRY PALETTE. What you do to one glass, you
will do that step on the other. This also allows a bit of dry time. When loading brush, dampen your
brush, blot out most of the water. Any OOPS! Or clean-up, use the rubbing alcohol.
1. Using a soft dome round brush, tap YELLOW into the daisy centers, this may take 2-3 coats.
Be sure each layer is dry before tapping n the next layer. Clean out brush, pinch dry.
2. Using #3 Round, begin stroking on WHITE to the daisy petals from their tips in toward centers.
The pattern is just a guideline, make nice full strokes. Note how there is a second layer of
petals….they will come later. Load brush at least every second stroke. “Ridges” are good.
3. Use a piece of dowel to dip-dot red onto the berries. Size it up to the pattern. If coverage gets
missed, tap in RED with tip of brush.
4. Be sure 1st daisy petal layer is dry. Add the second layer of daisy petals dropping down to a #2
Round. These are shorter strokes, in between the larger strokes… and not as many.
Less is better!....also be sure to do the Bud layer on the stem base.
5. Repeat coverage on daisy centers, YELLOW on pointed scumbler.
6. 3/8” angle, float BROWN to the bottom “smiles” of the daisy centers…while wet, use your dome
scumbler and pounce as you would with a Mop brush to add texture to the center and soften the
float line. Clean brush, pinch dry.
7. Pick up WHITE on the old flarred brush, pounce on palette to “offload” color and somewhat open
the bristles. Lightly apply with a gentle Stipple to highlight on centers from the top down almost
to shade color. Clean brush.
8. Make a mixture of RED + BLUE TO A DEEP Purple color. Using a (1/4”) angle, float this mix to
the base of each berry, the stem end. Mop to soften float.
9. With tip of liner, tap on WHITE as little blossom ends on the berries. This gives direction.
10. Leaves: Make a small Mix of GREEN + a little BLUE to deepen the GREEN. Double-load on
#4 filbert COLOR MIX + YELLOW. Stroke on little leaves keeping the yellow towards the top of
the glass. *First time you load, fully load the brush with GREEN mix, turn brush on it’s side and
swipe over the top of the yellow. Just a gentle tap on your palette to blend. Future loading, do
a “double-dip”…one side in the GREEN, the opposite side in the YELLOW, gentle tap to blend
or you will remove too much paint.
11. Use a fine liner loaded with GREEN COLOR MIX, pull lines to connect the berries & leaves.
12. Also pull a stem & calyx to Bud on base with COLOR MIX. Add a few leaves, #4 filbert loaded
as previous.
Remove the pattern and the stuffing. Do any clean-up with the alcohol.
I used a dense sponge and applied BLUE on the bottom of the base. Repeat when 1st coat is dry. This
is a good place to now sign your name!
Allow to cure for 4 days. Then, place on a foil lined cookie sheet upside down in a COLD oven. Turn
the oven on to 275°. When it reaches the temperature, set your timer and bake for 30 minutes. DO
NOT OPEN OVEN! Just turn off the oven, let cool down inside. A good idea is to do this after dinner
in the evening….
Your painted glassware is now ready to use! I suggest to hand wash.

Sandi Greco
10023 Greiner Road
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Enjoy!

